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The Cradle, the Cross, and the Crown guides serious New Testament students through the
historical, literary, and theological dimensions of the biblical text, allowing them to better
understand and share God’s “word of truth” (2 Tim 2:15). It offers a thorough introduction to all
twenty-seven books of the New Testament and closely examines events such as Christ’s
incarnation and virgin birth, his crucifixion and resurrection, and triumphant return. The second
edition features updated bibliographies and footnotes, interpretation sections that cover different
literary genres in the New Testament, an epilogue that canvasses the entire storyline of
Scripture, and a variety of maps. All of these new features contribute to making this a life-long
resource for students of Scripture. 

“The Cradle, the Cross, and the Crown is a comprehensive and informative introduction to the
New Testament. Written from a convictional evangelical perspective, this marvelous volume
carefully interacts with the most up-to-date issues in modern scholarship.”—David S. Dockery,
president, Trinity International University/Trinity Evangelical Divinity School“The authors not only
provide the reader with a solid orientation to every NT book, but they also directly address a
broad range of issues that scholars have raised. The end result is a richly informative text that is
very readable and abundantly helpful.”—Clinton E. Arnold, dean and professor of New
Testament language and literature, Talbot School of Theology, Biola University“This volume
ranks among the finest such studies of recent decades in classic matters of ‘New Testament
introduction’….Beyond an impressive digest of scholarship, it is an appeal to faithful
appropriation of the New Testament’s message.”—Robert W. Yarbrough, professor of New
Testament, Covenant Theological Seminary About the AuthorAndreas Köstenberger is senior
research professor of New Testament and biblical theology at Southeastern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Wake Forest, North Carolina. He is the founder of Biblical Foundations™ and
serves as editor for the Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society (JETS).L. Scott Kellum is
professor of New Testament and Greek at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary.Charles
Quarles is director of Ph.D. studies and professor of New Testament and biblical theology at
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary.  
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Sharon, “Excellent resource!. Excellent resource; detailed and information packed.”

Siege, “As advertised- quick shipping. Used book came as advertised. No surprises. Shipping
came faster than expected. Thanks!”

cmb, “So much depth!. There is a lot of background work that went into this book. It presented
"for" and "against" ideas, at times guiding for the sake of correct thinking. I bought this as a
requirement for my MDiv coursework, however, this will be one that stays in my personal library
long after I have graduated.”

Anthony Wynn, “Great updated commentary!. It us a good contemporary conservative
commentary.  Good for the Biblical student wlooking for good scholarships.”

J. L. McCarthy, “Refreshing, Academic, Devotional. A fantastic read. Not only academic but also
devotional. Moved so many times to rejoicing in Christ. Excellent humble scholarship that seeks
majority evangelical consensus. A treasury of additional information in footnotes and extensive
bibliographies. I feel that this book has distilled and synthesized all major research on the NT
into one volume. Liberal ideas are interacted with and laid exposed against the real evidence.
My faith was strengthened! I recomend this for all believers.”

J. Koon, “An Invaluable Contribution. Probably my favorite New Testament Introduction. It is
lengthy and it is comprehensive, but it is packed with mountains of information on the New
Testament, written in an approachable and fairly easy to read style. It is actually a pretty quick
read (as quick as an 1100 page book could be). This book addresses every issue you could
imagine in NT scholarship (plus a few you probably hadn't thought of yet) from the perspective of
biblical inerrancy. It is so refreshing to see top-level scholarship that upholds the authority of the
Word of God.  Thank you for this book, it is an invaluable contribution to the Church.”

Barclay's Review, “Great replacement for a hardback book. I am using this ebook for a Masters
level course at Luther Rice seminary. With this ebook I can install it on my laptop, my desktop,
and my phone. Then, I can read it wherever I have one of those devices. I can also adjust the
size of the font. The hardback book font is too small. Plus, the ebook is cheaper. The only
problem is making reference to it in a term paper, but there is a way.”

Richard Jay Kuenzinger, “A Lot of Information. I read this book for my own personal study. I'm
glad I did. It is loaded with information. If you are a Bible teacher or a student of the Bible, you
need this book in your library.”



The book by Pearl Barrett has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 212 people have provided feedback.
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